Activation properties of T cell receptor-gamma delta hybridomas expressing diversity in both gamma- and delta-chains.
To elucidate the structure, diversity, and activation properties of the murine T3-associated gamma delta-receptor, examination was made of the gamma delta and T3 components, T cell receptor (TCR) gene transcription, activation properties, and lymphokine production in a panel of four cloned T cell hybridomas expressing a TCR-gamma delta. Biochemical analysis of the gamma and delta proteins expressed on these hybridomas reveals new gamma and delta species not observed in whole populations of dLy-1 Lyt-2-L3T4-thymocytes from which these hybridomas were derived. Thus, analysis of expression of the TCR-gamma delta complex at the clonal level indicates that both gamma and delta appear to be expressed as multiple distinct gene products within a homozygous inbred mouse strain. Northern blot analysis reveals that, whereas all gamma delta hybridomas had mature 1.5-kb TCR-alpha-chain and mature TCR-gamma-chain transcripts, none had mature 1.3-kb TCR-beta-chain transcripts, thus indicating that the type of TCR heterodimer expressed reflects of the state of TCR gene transcription in these hybridomas. Our results also reveal striking similarities between TCR-gamma delta and TCR-alpha beta cells with respect to their activation properties. First, all five of the T3 components associated with the gamma delta-complex are of the same size and have the same glycosylation patterns as those associated with alpha beta-heterodimers. Second, induction of function in these gamma delta cells (assayed by lymphokine production) can be achieved with a variety of stimuli known to elicit activation signals in alpha beta cells as well: direct receptor-engagement (i.e., through anti-Thy-1), and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate-plus-ionomycin-mediated. Collectively, these findings suggest that gamma delta T cells express a receptor of at least limited diversity and use T3-mediated activation pathways very similar to those employed by TCR-alpha beta-bearing T cells.